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Pathways K12

Your Responses

Appearance: 2 Depression: 2 Adjusting to Change: Affective Violence: Loss or Bereavement:
Eating/Sleeping: 2 Suicide: 1 Transient Threats: 1 Outburst/Tantrum: 1 White Supremacy:
Home Life: 2 Self-Injury: Substantive Threats: Derogatory Language: Incel Behavior: 1
Social Problems: 3 Manic Thoughts/Action: Social Media: Hazing/Intimidation: Stalking/Harrassment:
Inattentive/Off Task: Anxiety: Drawings: Substance Use/Abuse: Partner Violence:
Academic/Work Trouble: 2 Hallucinations/Delusions: Trolling Actions: Vandalism: Sexual Assault:

Rating: HIGH

AppearanceAppearance
Intensify efforts with parents; overcome obstacles
Meet with parents/guidance about counseling
Creative problem solving; harm reduction strategies

Eating/SleepingEating/Sleeping
Connection to group support, counseling
Conversation with parents about rising concerns
Check in with nurse and medical staff in care meetings

Home LifeHome Life
Consider need for social service involvement
Intensify efforts with parents; overcome obstacles
Ensure counseling/guidance connection made

Social ProblemsSocial Problems
Clearly outline discipline and behavioral expectations
Meet with parents to require counseling services
Develop an action plan and/or IEP

Academic/Work TroubleAcademic/Work Trouble
Meet with parents/guidance about counseling
Offer support, identify, manage concerning behavior
Develop goals to reduce triggers and increase support

DepressionDepression
Meet with parents to require counseling services
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Connect to peer and social supports, inspire hope
Explore suicidal thoughts and refer if escalating

SuicideSuicide
Meet with parents/guidance about counseling
Explore stressors and identify escalation triggers
Connect to peer and social supports, inspire hope

Transient ThreatsTransient Threats
Explore stressors and identify escalation triggers
Meet with parents/guidance about counseling
Consider discipline to address disruptive behavior

Outburst/TantrumOutburst/Tantrum
Give clear and concise directions
Praise appropriate behavior and good attitudes
Provide small, attainable goals

Incel BehaviorIncel Behavior
Explore stressors and identify escalation triggers
Offer support, normalization, and advice/guidance
Meet with parents/guidance about counseling

Print Reset

No data is stored in this online system related to your entries. Users are encouraged to print and
save the outcome to a PDF and maintain this according to your institution's data privacy standards.

Pathways is an expert system that takes observations and user input and generates suggested interventions based on user input and research from
psychology, criminology, threat, and law enforcement fields. Pathways provides support to threat teams and law enforcement in the summary and
development of a risk mitigation plan. Information provided by Pathways should be used in conjunction within the context of the experience,
research and expert judgement of law enforcement, counseling and threat assessment professionals.

No portion of the Pathways tool may be reproduced, copied, or reprinted in any format whatsoever, including digital formats, without the expressed
written permission of the authors. 

D-Prep, LLC, and Looking Glass Consulting and Design, LLC, are not providing legal advice or acting in the capacity of legal counsel. Users should
consult their own legal counsel before relying or acting upon any advice or suggestions made by  D-Prep, LLC, and Looking Glass Consulting and
Design, LLC, and their employees and consultants. D-Prep, LLC, and Looking Glass Consulting and Design, LLC offer no warranties or guarantees as
to content, and accept no liability for how the content is interpreted or implemented by users.
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